
Structure of Earnings 2011

Average total monthly earnings of wage and salary earners
EUR 3,111 in 2011
According to Statistics Finland’s Structure of Earnings statistics, in the last quarter of 2011 the
average monthly earnings of all full-time wage and salary earners were EUR 3,111 and the
median earnings EUR 2,776. The average hourly earnings of wage and salary earners were
EUR 18.35 and the median earnings EUR 16.17. Very high earnings have a lower impact on
median earnings than on average earnings and the figure thus describes better the level of
earnings of an average wage and salary earner.

Wage and salary earners were best paid in the central government sector where their hourly earnings were
EUR 21. 65. In the private sector the average hourly earnings were EUR 18.70 and in the local government
sector EUR 16.84. The high level of earnings in the central government sector is explained by the structure
of its employees. The central government is a small employer sector and the tasks of its employees are
mainly those of experts. An examination by occupational group improves the comparability of the level
of earnings between the sectors. In several occupational groups the employees in the private sector are
the best paid. Local government employees are the worst paid in all occupational groups.

Monthly earnings bymajor group of the Classification of Occupations and employer sector in 2011

Total earnings, EUR/hourClassification of occupations

Local governmentCentral governmentPrivate sectorTotal

16,8421,6518,7018,35Total

29,6738,5735,671)34,671 Legislators, senior officials and managers

22,0425,5026,1724,632 Professionals

16,5819,6720,2219,153 Technicians and associate professionals

13,9216,0715,7415,474 Clerks

13,6218,6013,7213,79
5 Service and care workers, and shop and market sales
workers

13,4315,8712,1013,286 Skilled agricultural and fishery workers

14,5916,9216,8516,757 Craft and related trades workers

13,7815,9516,7316,668 Plant and machine operators and assemblers

11,9113,4312,6712,469 Elementary occupations

–22,45–22,450 Armed forces

Quoting is encouraged provided Statistics Finland is acknowledged as the source.Helsinki 19.10.2012
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In a comparison by age group, the group of 40 to 44-year-olds is the best paid, on the average, in all
employer sectors when the monthly earnings of full-time employees are compared. It should also be noted
that the age group in question is the turning point after which earnings start to decline in all age groups
on the average. The earnings of those on the threshold of retirement age only seem to rise sharply in the
central government sector.

Monthly median earnings of employees by age in 2011

These data derive from Statistics Finland’s Structure of Earnings statistics, which cover all employer
sectors. Monthly earnings for total hours worked are only calculated for full-time wage and salary earners.
Besides earnings for regular working hours, the earnings also include pay for any possible overtime and
working hour supplements but not one-off performance-based bonuses.
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Hourly earnings of fixed-term employees about 15 per cent
lower than those of permanent employees in 2011
According to Statistics Finland’s Structure of Earnings statistics, the hourly earnings of fixed-term
employees were around 15 per cent lower than those of permanent employees in 2011. The Structure of
Earnings statistics for 2011 included 1,050,556 employees with permanent employment relationships.
There were 168,913 wage and salary earners with fixed-term employment relationships. During the past
good decade, very little changes have taken place in the ratio of earnings, as in 2000 an employee with a
fixed-term contract earned about 17 per cent less per hour than an employee with a permanent contract.

Average hourly earnings of wage and salary earners by employer sector in 2011

Difference, %Fixed term employeesPermanent employeesLabour market sector
8 %16,1817,56Local government

9 %20,2222,15Central government

18 %15,6919,11Private sector

15 %16,1218,92Total

The relative number of fixed-term employees is higher in the public sector than in the private sector. In
the public sector, 19 per cent of wage and salary earners had a fixed-term employment relationship. The
corresponding figure for the private sector was ten per cent. Compared to the public sector, the hourly
earnings of fixed-term employees are, however, clearly lower than those of permanent employees in the
private sector.

Average hourly earnings of wage and salary earners by employer sector and gender in 2011

MenWomenEmployer sector
Fixed termPermanentFixed termPermanent

18,4220,6115,6616,76Local government
21,2723,7719,4120,45Central government
16,6120,6814,8917,05Private sector
17,2720,8215,4717,10Total

The influence of the type of employment relationship on pay varies by sex. The difference between the
hourly earnings of permanent and fixed-term employees is eight percentage points, i.e. one-half, smaller
among women than among men. The phenomenon is quite similar to that in respective comparisons of
different sectors. The majority of wage and salary earners working in fixed-term employment relationships
are women, but the influence of the type of employment contract on hourly pay is smaller among women.
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Appendix tables

Appendix table 1. Average monthly earnings of full-time wage and salary earners by employer
sector and field of education in 2011

Central governmentLocal governmentPrivate sectorTotalEducation

2 8642 4593 0172 938General education

3 7653 2843 3903 307Teacher education and educational science

3 3363 2983 1163 191Humanities and arts

3 5412 7823 4783 369Social sciences and Business

3 9703 6763 8863 843Natural sciences

3 6152 8773 3913 352Technology

3 5882 6203 0202 970Agriculture and Forestry

3 5082 9782 9322 974Health and Welfare

3 5782 3052 5312 577Services

3 4572 1802 6022190Other or Unknown field
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